
PEER REVIEW HISTORY 

BMJ Open publishes all reviews undertaken for accepted manuscripts. Reviewers are asked to 

complete a checklist review form (see an example) and are provided with free text boxes to elaborate 

on their assessment. These free text comments are reproduced below.  Some articles will have been 

accepted based in part or entirely on reviews undertaken for other BMJ Group journals. These will be 

reproduced where possible. 

ARTICLE DETAILS 

TITLE (PROVISIONAL) Antiemetic treatment for acute gastroenteritis in children: An updated 

Cochrane systematic review with meta-analysis and mixed treatment 

comparison in a Bayesian framework 

AUTHORS Carter, Ben ; Fedorowicz, Zbys 

 

VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Hartling, Lisa 
University of Alberta, Pediatrics 

REVIEW RETURNED 25-Feb-2012 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Reviewer: Lisa Hartling, University of Alberta, Canada. I have no 
competing interests.  
 
Key message: authors state that ondansetron is likely to be cost 
effective. I think this should be removed since it wasn’t a focus or 
outcome examined in the review.  
 
Abstract:  
 
-methods should describe approach to study selection, data 
extraction, risk of bias assessment, statistical synthesis, and grading 
evidence  
 
-results: it would be helpful to specify how many trials examined 
each of the four interventions listed  
 
-results: the text states that six studies showed an increase in 
cessation of vomiting but the RR reported is based on a meta-
analysis of 3 studies. Likewise the authors should specify how many 
studies contributed to the other data reported. Also present data for 
the increase in number of episodes of diarrhea – was this outcome 
pooled or what is it based on, is the difference significant?  
 
-conclusion: states that well-designed RCTs are needed – what 
should their focus be? This seems to conflict with the statement that 
there is clear evidence for cessation of vomiting and reduced need 
for IVT.  
 
Methods:  
 
-why was time to cessation chosen as the primary outcome when 
this doesn’t seem to be often assessed or reported?  
 
-text states that there were no language restrictions, although it 
appears that all included studies were published in English. Did the 
authors find any non-English studies?  
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-is the detailed search strategy available somewhere?  
 
-The abstract mentioned handsearching of journals and conference 
proceedings – this should be described in the methods. Which 
journals were hand-searched and what conference proceedings and 
years were searched?  
 
-Did the authors consider searching LILACS? I believe this is 
recommended for studies in this topic area.  
 
-What was done with the full text of potentially relevant studies? Did 
two authors review those independently as well? How did they 
resolve disagreement?  
 
-How was data extraction done – by one reviewer, two reviewers, 
independently? Was there a form, etc?  
 
-The authors present summary of findings tables with GRADEs of 
evidence. How was the grading of outcomes done?  
 
-why did the authors choose to used a fixed effects model?  
 
-did the authors specify variables a priori to explore for heterogeneity 
or subgroup analyses?  
 
-The authors state that a sensitivity analysis was carried out 
comparing fixed and random effects models to assess potential 
heterogeneity. I don’t think a sensitivity analysis of random vs. fixed 
effects typically assesses heterogeneity. Was the random effects 
only applied to the worst-best and best-worst case analyses or all of 
the analyses?  
 
-Did the authors assess heterogeneity? If so, how?  
 
-Did the authors assess (or plan to assess) publication bias?  
 
Results  
 
-I would like to see a more detailed description of studies – e.g., 
participants (ages), sample sizes, geographic location of study, 
clinical setting (this is mentioned at end of discussion; e.g.., how 
many inpatient / outpatient), severity of dehydration  
 
-you should specifically state that none (or only one?) of the studies 
reported your primary outcome.  
 
-the section in the Results describing how Risk of Bias was 
assessed belongs in the methods section.  
 
-Under “effects of interventions”, first sentence, I would add that the 
comparison was placebo: “Four trials provided data on the 
effectiveness (or efficacy?) of oral ondansetron versus placebo.”  
 
-The authors state that “in three studies the mean frequency of 
vomiting was reported as lower in the ondansetron group 
(p<0.0001), data unpooled.” If the data weren’t pooled what is the p-
value referring to?  
 
-For all results, I would suggest removing the p-value but leaving the 
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confidence intervals and adding the I-squared value.  
 
-The authors mention that an additional article was found since the 
search; how was it found; were there any efforts to systematically 
identify new articles? Were these new ones included in the seven 
trials reported in “description of the included studies”. The search is 
almost 2 years old (July 2010) – did the authors make any effort to 
systematically identify recent studies?  
 
-Why were the results for episodes of diarrhea not pooled? This may 
be rare but important (given the guidelines) and may not be picked 
up by individual studies, hence the value of meta-analysis. I would 
report the numbers from the individual studies rather than the p-
values (in all sections of results). This might be important information 
to collate in a table (if not pooled), as it was highlighted by the 
guideline recommendations.  
 
-why did authors choose not to combine studies where there were 
only 2 – why was the cut-off set at 3?  
 
Discussion  
 
-how were parent preferred outcomes identified, or were these 
presumed? Can the authors provide a reference?  
 
-Can the authors provide a reference for the statement: “Current 
practice suggests that attitudes of anxious parents may 
subconsciously influence the attending physician to treat with IVT.”  
 
-second paragraph of discussion needs some careful editing.  
 
-The authors comment that studies had some limitations in their 
implementation – what were those and are there potential solutions 
for future studies?  
 
-Can the authors provide a reference for practice patterns in UK?  
 
-The authors recommend separate analyses for developed and 
developing countries – did they do this? How many studies did they 
find from each?  
 
-Table 1 needs more details. I can’t tell which analysis is being 
referred to.  
 
-SOF table: CI for rate of intravenous rehydration up to 72 hours 
(best-worst case): upper CI should be 0.71 rather than 0.1?  
 
-PRISMA flow diagram – do the 7 studies include the ones identified 
after the search? Flow diagram should show this. 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

 

Response to Lisa Hartling, University of Alberta, Canada:  

 

1) Key message: authors state that ondansetron is likely to be cost effective. I think this should be 

removed since it wasn’t a focus or outcome examined in the review.  
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We thank the reviewer for the comment and agree this was not an outcome for the Cochrane 

systematic review a priori. However, cost is widely stated as one of the key hurdles for not integrating 

Ondansetron into the care pathway and this is a clear message to administrators that changes would 

both improve patient care and be cost-effectiveness. A previous peer reviewer comment questioned 

our reluctance to state this point with more vigor (Professor Stephen Freedman). No changes made.  

 

Abstract:  

2) -methods should describe approach to study selection, data extraction, risk of bias assessment, 

statistical synthesis, and grading evidence  

 

We thank the reviewer for the comment and direct them to the manuscript which highlights the 

methods section. For further details of the MESH search terms are found in the Cochrane systematic 

review, no change made.  

 

3) -results: it would be helpful to specify how many trials examined each of the four interventions 

listed  

 

We thank the reviewer for their comment and draw their attention to the first line of each comparison 

in the effects of intervention.  

 

4) -results: the text states that six studies showed an increase in cessation of vomiting but the RR 

reported is based on a meta-analysis of 3 studies. Likewise the authors should specify how many 

studies contributed to the other data reported. Also present data for the increase in number of 

episodes of diarrhea – was this outcome pooled or what is it based on, is the difference significant?  

 

We thank the reviewer for their comment and have re-considered and this point after reviewing 

previous peer review comments from Prof Stephen Freedman and are happy to include the data from 

Yilmaz (2010) in this outcome. Furthermore we have clarified the text to state the number of studies 

and RR)  

 

 

5) -conclusion: states that well-designed RCTs are needed – what should their focus be? This seems 

to conflict with the statement that there is clear evidence for cessation of vomiting and reduced need 

for IVT.  

 

We thank the reviewer for their comment and the conclusions have been changed to reflect the 

evidence base is focused on secondary care and future studies should be conducted in primary care.  

 

Methods:  

6) -why was time to cessation chosen as the primary outcome when this doesn’t seem to be often 

assessed or reported?  

 

Time till cessation is a meaningful patient/parent preferred outcome. Two of the three studies included 

in the latest update included this outcome and we urge future investigators to consider this.  

 

7) -text states that there were no language restrictions, although it appears that all included studies 

were published in English. Did the authors find any non-English studies?  

 

No language restrictions were placed, but only English studies were published.  

 

8) -is the detailed search strategy available somewhere?  
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We thank the reviewer for their comment, the detailed search strategy is published in the Cochrane 

review.  

 

9) -The abstract mentioned handsearching of journals and conference proceedings – this should be 

described in the methods. Which journals were hand-searched and what conference proceedings and 

years were searched?  

 

We thank the reviewer for their comment, the text has been revised to include the following  

“Independent hand searching was carried out by the Cochrane Upper gastrointestinal and Pancreatic 

Diseases Group (UGPD) specialised Register which includes the regularly updated results of 11 

journals and journal conference proceedings relevant to the scope of the review.”  

 

 

10) -Did the authors consider searching LILACS? I believe this is recommended for studies in this 

topic area.  

We thank the reviewer for their comment and this was considered, and it was determined that the 

material there would be found within our search strategy that was agreed with the UGPD group and 

expert independent reviewers.  

 

11) -What was done with the full text of potentially relevant studies? Did two authors review those 

independently as well? How did they resolve disagreement?  

We thank the reviewer for their comment. The following is stated under the selection of studies, data 

extraction and RoB assessment  

 

“The abstracts of studies resulting from the searches were independently assessed by two reviewers”. 

Further information over data extraction RoB is included in this section of the manuscript.  

 

12) -How was data extraction done – by one reviewer, two reviewers, independently? Was there a 

form, etc?  

 

We thank the reviewer for their comment, see 11) above.  

 

13) -The authors present summary of findings tables with GRADEs of evidence. How was the grading 

of outcomes done?  

 

14) -why did the authors choose to used a fixed effects model?  

 

The review methodology was agreed at the protocol stage and pre-dates current practice of using 

random effects models. However, all fixed effects meta analyses were repeated using a random 

effects method and are presented in Table 1.  

 

15) -did the authors specify variables a priori to explore for heterogeneity or subgroup analyses?  

 

We thank the reviewer for their comment, we state in the text that heterogeneity will be explored 

following the methodology stated within the Cochrane handbook. Care was taken to avoid pooling 

clinically diverse study designs.  

 

16) -The authors state that a sensitivity analysis was carried out comparing fixed and random effects 

models to assess potential heterogeneity. I don’t think a sensitivity analysis of random vs. fixed effects 

typically assesses heterogeneity. Was the random effects only applied to the worst-best and best-

worst case analyses or all of the analyses?  
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We thank the reviewer for their comment, as stated within the Cochrane handbook, to show the 

degree of heterogeneity a comparison of the fixed and random effects models can we made. A 

random effects model was carried out for every meta analysis and are presented in Table 1.  

 

17) -Did the authors assess heterogeneity? If so, how?  

 

We thank the reviewer for their comment, the I2 statistic and random effect methodology are used to 

assess heterogeneity, these are presented in Table 1.  

 

18) -Did the authors assess (or plan to assess) publication bias?  

 

We thank the reviewer for their comment the method for doing this is stated in the Cochrane review. 

Since fewer than 10 studies were found for any outcome within comparison no diagnostics were 

generated.  

 

 

Results  

19) -I would like to see a more detailed description of studies – e.g., participants (ages), sample sizes, 

geographic location of study, clinical setting (this is mentioned at end of discussion; e.g.., how many 

inpatient / outpatient), severity of dehydration  

 

We thank the reviewer for their comment, and draw them to the Cochrane review where this has been 

thoroughly done.  

 

20) -you should specifically state that none (or only one?) of the studies reported your primary 

outcome.  

We thank the reviewer for their comment, and the first line of each of the outcomes in the effects of 

intervention section has been updated to reflect this.  

 

21) -the section in the Results describing how Risk of Bias was assessed belongs in the methods 

section.  

 

We thank the reviewer for the comment and have amended the manuscript.  

 

22) -Under “effects of interventions”, first sentence, I would add that the comparison was placebo: 

“Four trials provided data on the effectiveness (or efficacy?) of oral ondansetron versus placebo.”  

 

We thank the reviewer for the comment and the text has been amended  

 

23) -The authors state that “in three studies the mean frequency of vomiting was reported as lower in 

the ondansetron group (p<0.0001), data unpooled.” If the data weren’t pooled what is the p-value 

referring to?  

 

We thank the reviewer for the comment and have amended the text  

 

24) -For all results, I would suggest removing the p-value but leaving the confidence intervals and 

adding the I-squared value.  

 

We thank the reviewer for their comment and we have amended the text to reflect these changes.  

 

25) -The authors mention that an additional article was found since the search; how was it found; 

were there any efforts to systematically identify new articles? Were these new ones included in the 
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seven trials reported in “description of the included studies”. The search is almost 2 years old (July 

2010) – did the authors make any effort to systematically identify recent studies  

 

We thank the reviewer for their comment and we have re-run and updated the searches to 20th 

March 2012. The manuscript has been updated so the results of these studies are included.  

 

26) -Why were the results for episodes of diarrhea not pooled? This may be rare but important (given 

the guidelines) and may not be picked up by individual studies, hence the value of meta-analysis. I 

would report the numbers from the individual studies rather than the p-values (in all sections of 

results). This might be important information to collate in a table (if not pooled), as it was highlighted 

by the guideline recommendations.  

 

We thank the reviewer for their comment and agree with that diarrhea frequency is an important 

outcome. Unfortunately researchers to date have not provided this data in a manner than have meant 

we could pool data across studies.  

 

27) -why did authors choose not to combine studies where there were only 2 – why was the cut-off set 

at 3  

We thank the reviewer for their comment, and refer them to the Cochrane review methodology where 

we state we will only pool if we have at least three studies (Treatwell et al, 2006).  

 

Discussion  

28) -how were parent preferred outcomes identified, or were these presumed? Can the authors 

provide a reference?  

 

Patient preferred outcomes were used where possible and listed as the primary outcome. Parental 

satisfaction outcomes were defined using guidance from the Cochrane handbook, but no studies 

included these outcomes. Reference below  

Patrick D, Guyatt GH, Acquadro C. Chapter 17: Patient-reported outcomes. In: Higgins JPT, Green S 

(editors), Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions Version 5.1.0 (updated March 

2011). The Cochrane Collaboration, 2011. Available from www.cochrane-handbook.org.  

29) -Can the authors provide a reference for the statement: “Current practice suggests that attitudes 

of anxious parents may subconsciously influence the attending physician to treat with IVT.”  

 

We thank the reviewer for the comment and have included a reference in the manuscript  

 

30) -second paragraph of discussion needs some careful editing.  

 

We thank the reviewer for their comment and have significantly revised and improved the paragraph.  

 

31) -The authors comment that studies had some limitations in their implementation – what were 

those and are there potential solutions for future studies?  

We thank the reviewer for their comment and have updated the text to include potential solutions for 

future studies  

 

33) -Can the authors provide a reference for practice patterns in UK  

We thank the reviewer for their comment and we have included a reference  

 

34) -The authors recommend separate analyses for developed and developing countries – did they do 

this? How many studies did they find from each?  

 

We thank the reviewer for their comment but highlight that the small number of studies prevented 
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these sub-group analyses  

 

35) -Table 1 needs more details. I can’t tell which analysis is being referred to.  

 

We thank the reviewer for their comment and have clarified and improved Table 1.  

 

36) -SOF table: CI for rate of intravenous rehydration up to 72 hours (best-worst case): upper CI 

should be 0.71 rather than 0.1?  

 

We thank the reviewer for their comment and although they were right (it was a typo) we realise the 

inclusion of the SoF is more likely to distract the reader rather than help them.  

 

37) -PRISMA flow diagram – do the 7 studies include the ones identified after the search? Flow 

diagram should show this.  

 

We thank the reviewer for their comment and have updated the PRIMSA figure to reflect that the 

searches were re-run. 

 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Lisa Hartling, Assistant Professor, University of Alberta, Canada  
 
I have no competing interests. 

REVIEW RETURNED 21-Apr-2012 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS General comments:  
The authors did not address some of my previous comments, 
specifically regarding more detailed or specific reporting. I would 
urge the authors to ensure that their reporting complies with current 
standards (i.e., PRISMA guidelines, available at www.prisma-
statement.org).  
 
It appears that the authors have added a MTC analysis to this 
version and I don’t recall that it was in the earlier version I reviewed. 
While it looks appropriate and reasonable, I do not have expertise in 
these statistical methods.  
 
The manuscript needs a close editorial review.  
 
However, the above considerations won’t change the general 
message that the authors are conveying around the superiority of 
ondansetron as the choice of treatment for vomiting associated with 
AGE.  
 
Abstract  
-the abstract needs to be reviewed carefully as there are some typos  
-under methods, perhaps just “Meta-analysis and mixed treatment 
comparisons were conducted.”  
-I think the abstract would be enhanced by adding some data as 
were presented in the previous version  
-As I mentioned in my first review, there are 10 trials but not all 
interventions were evaluated in each, so it would be of interest to 
know how many trials there were for each (no difference may be due 
to limited evidence). E.g., “Five treatments were evaluated: 
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dexamethasone (x trials); dimenhydrinate (x trials), etc.”  
 
Introduction  
-I would suggest a slight revision to the objective that has been 
added: “We updated a systematic review (reference) using more 
rigorous methods to present the evidence in line with UK primary 
and secondary care settings and identify the treatment most likely to 
allow children to tolerate ORT.”  
 
Methods  
-In their response, authors said they used I-squared to assess 
heterogeneity but this isn’t stated in the methods.  
-The authors have added a mixed treatment analysis and I do not 
have the expertise to comment on this method or the results. There 
are, however, some errors in the writing. For instance, the second 
sentence is not a complete sentence. Also, the sentence “care was 
taken to ensure that clinically homogeneous populations and that the 
treatment effects were additive” isn’t clear. Do you mean “to ensure 
that the populations were clinically homogeneous and…”  
-There are typos in the last sentence (edits in parentheses): The 
results of the MTC analyses were compared (with) the findings (of 
the) direct standard pair-wise meta-analysis (or [unpooled] data).  
-Even though they mention publication bias in the original Cochrane 
review, I think it would be important to point out here that they 
planned to do it but could not because of the limited number of 
studies.  
 
Results  
-Description of included studies: I think the readers would benefit 
from a few more details about the included studies, as I had 
suggested in my previous review. Specifically, study populations in 
terms of age and where the studies were conducted in terms of both 
geographic region and care setting. The care setting was added to 
the abstract but not to the main text.  
-The sentence beginning “four trials provided data on the 
effectiveness…” needs some editing. The text that has been added 
would be clearer if it was broken down into shorter sentences.  
-Can you comment on why the Yilmaz study was an outlier – was 
there something different about it?  
-The following sentence needs some editing, e.g.,: “In three studies 
the mean frequency of vomiting was reported as lower in the 
ondansetron group (data not pooled).”  
-The paragraph beginning “Three studies reported a reduction” also 
needs some editing. E.g., “Due to one study reporting unclear 
reporting outcomes…”  
-For Stork et al, regarding episodes of diarrhoea, I would include the 
numbers per group (if available) in addition to or instead of the p-
value (e.g., n/N ondansetron, n/N placebo).  
-In the section on granisetron the text indicates 63/79 (92.5%) – the 
percentage reported is the same as the other group and I believe is 
incorrect – should be 79.7%?  
-A close editorial review is needed throughout. E.g., “Oral 
ondansetron was found globally as the most likely treatment option 
to stop children from (not form) vomiting…”, etc. 

 

REVIEWER Dr Victoria Allgar  
University of York  
United Kingdom  
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I have no competing interests. 

REVIEW RETURNED 28-May-2012 

 

THE STUDY It would be useful to see a summary of the papers individually in a 
table. This would contain sample description, number in each study, 
outcome measures etc... 

RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS For each component of the analysis, there are only a small number 
of papers. It would be useful to know how they authors chose the 
papers e.g. number originally found on the search, number excluded 
after abstract reading, number after full paper reading - to arrive at 
10 papers. This may help with the final interpretation/conclusion. e.g. 
a simple search (antiemetics and gastroenteritis) on pubmed gave 
751 papers. 

 

VERSION 2 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: Lisa Hartling  

General comments:  

1, Please ensure that reporting is consistent with PRISMA  

We thank the reviewer for their comment, Cochrane reviews are explicitly required to comply with this 

PRISMA checklist and is fully compliant. At the last revision the PRISMA study flow chart was 

included as an additional file. Following on from this feedback, we have re-introduced the PRISMA 

flowchart as Figure 2.  

 

2, The authors have added an MTC analysis  

The MTC analysis has been added to allow comparisons between the active treatments for AGE.  

 

3, The manuscript needs a close editorial review  

We thank Dr Hartling for her concerns and we have made a number of grammatical and typographical 

improvements. These are highlighted throughout in the marked version in yellow. These have not 

changed the scientific argument of the article.  

 

4, The changes made will not change the general message than ondansetron is a superior treatment 

choice  

No change required  

 

Abstract  

5, Check abstract, and change methods to include MTC were conducted.  

We thank the reviewer for their comment, and have made changes to eliminate the typos (in yellow) 

and have included the MTC under methods.  

 

6, The abstract would be enhanced by replacing the summary statistics that were excluded in this 

version.  

We thank the reviewer for their comment and although this does take up a considerable amount of 

limited space in the abstract we agree and have replaced the summary stats (RR, and 95% CI).  

 

7, The number of trials investigating each intervention should be stated.  

We thank the reviewer for their comment and agree this is important to the readers. Although we do 

not have space in the abstract the majority of the information that would be useful to clinicians would 

be the dosage (which is included in the results section for each comparison) and the number of direct 

comparisons, now additionally included within the MTC direct evidence in tables 2.1 and 2.2.  
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Introduction  

8, Slight revision to the objective to be added  

We thank the reviewer for their suggestion, which we have incorporated into the text in the last 

paragraph of the introduction.  

 

Methods  

 

9, The authors state they used the I2 to identify heterogeneity, but this is absent from the methods  

The following text has been included in the methodology  

“Statistical heterogeneity was examined by observation of the I2 statistic. If this statistic was greater 

than 50%, we explored the studies to explain any differences due to underlying clinical rationale, and 

if the I2 was greater than 80% the meta analysis was not presented8. In cases where an I2 greater 

than 50% was reported a sensitivity analysis was carried out after excluding those studies causing the 

heterogeneity with the reason stated in the text.”  

 

10, The second sentence is not complete and needs to be improved  

We thank the reviewer for their comment and have amended the text.  

 

11, The authors state “care was taken to ensure that clinically homogeneous populations and that the 

treatment effect  

This has been re-written to improve the clarity of the statement  

 

12, The last sentence needs to be improved  

This has been re-written and improved  

 

13, The authors mention publication bias in the original Cochrane review, it would be important to 

point out here that they planned to do it but did not report an adequate number of studies.  

We thank the reviewer for their comment and have updated the text with the following  

“We had planned to investigate publication bias if an adequate number of studies were identified (n ≥ 

10).”  

Results  

 

14, The review would benefit from describing in more details about the populations of the included 

studies.  

We thank the reviewer for their comment, but believe this level of detail is best located in the 

Cochrane review, and the following text has been included  

“For more details of the study populations, descriptions of the interventions see the Cochrane review, 

or the updated studies.”  

 

15, In the sentence beginning “Four trials provided data on the  

effectiveness…” this should be broken down and simplified  

We thank the reviewer for their comment and present the sentence with modest amendment  

“Four trials provided data on the effectiveness of oral ondansetron compared to placebo but none 

reported the primary outcome.”  

 

16, Can you comment on why Yilmaz et al (2010) was reported as an outlier  

We thank the reviewer for their comment. Within the Cochrane review this study was excluded for all 

outcomes because it had inconsistent data for some outcomes (IVT and hospital admissions). 

However, we have included it here for the cessation of vomiting outcome, but we believe that this 

increase in validity draws question over the homogeneity of the outcome as compared with the other 

studies. We have updated the text to clarify these reasons for exclusion.  
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17, Re-word text “In three studies the mean frequency of vomiting…”  

We thank the reviewer for their comment and we have amended the text.  

 

18, The paragraph starting “Three studies reported a reduction…” also needs editing Re-word text “In 

three studies the mean frequency of vomiting…”, for example “Due one study reporting unclear 

outcomes”  

We thank the reviewer for their comment and have amended the text.  

 

18, The paragraph starting “Three studies reported a reduction…” also needs editing Re-word text “In 

three studies the mean frequency of vomiting…”, for example “Due one study reporting…”  

We thank the reviewer for their comment and have amended the text.  

 

19, For Stork et al, it would be useful to report the numbers of events of diarrheoa in both arms.  

We thank the reviewer for their comment, and the text in Stork has been checked and these data 

were not provided.  

 

20, In the text discussing granisetron the text indicates that 63/79 (92.5%) is the same reported in the 

other group, this looks incorrect.  

We thank the reviewer for highlighting this typo  

 

21, A close editorial review is needed.  

We thank the reviewer for their comment and have highlighted grammatical changes in yellow  

 

Reviewer: Dr Victoria Allgar  

 

22, It would be useful to highlight the main study descriptions and findings in a single table  

We thank the reviewer for their comment and understand the benefit of collating this information. 

However, we continually urge any reader to read the full review for this level of detail.  

 

23, For each component in the analysis it would be useful to know how the authors chose the papers 

e.g. number originally found on the search; number excluded after abstract, etc  

We thank the reviewer for their comment, all Cochrane reviews are explicitly required to comply with 

the items listed on the PRISMA checklist and to provide a PRISMA study flow chart, which tracks the 

study selection process. At the last revision the PRISMA study flow chart was included as an 

additional file. However, we have re-introduced the PRISMA flowchart as Figure 2. 
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